Abstract-With the rapid development of Internet, the internet of things and other information technology, big data usually exists in cyberspace as the form of the data stream. It brings great benefits for information society.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the development of information technology, people gained the ability on collecting and using data which is unprecedented. Though the big data in cyberspace, people could get better understandings on surrounding environments, people and nature; people could sense the things outside themselves more precise, efficient and instantaneous and improve the quality of their lives and work. However, because of the massive amounts of data, the questions like how to manage and use these data for serving people's work and life become problems that demanding prompt solution.
Recently, stream data mining is one of the hot topics in academia. Especially under the context of big data, the way of speedily mining the valuable knowledge from massive instantaneous data becomes the priority among priorities. In the early stage of research on stream data mining, people mainly treated stream data as variations of static data. Hence, stream data did not get enough attention. In 1999, for the first time, Henzinger proposed stream data as a new data structure model and attracted broad scholars' attention gradually. Thereafter, the problems related to stream data mining become hot spot of research. The academia proposed a large amount of research results. At present, all kinds of stream data processing based on instantaneous data have become critical issues of Internet, internet of things, social networking and other technologies. For example, the famous global chain supermarket Wal-Mart needs to deal with more than 1 million pieces of user requests every hour, maintaining a database of more than 2.5 PB. The big data in cyberspace is often dynamically and quickly generated in the form of the data stream, featuring strong timeliness. As a steady flow of big data (data stream) arrives in the Internet, internet of things and other cyberspaces, the data processing system must provide fast response and timely mine valuable information from the data in order to create wealth for the information society. The big data in applications can be divided into two sorts. One is the data stream arriving at high-speed, and the other is the persistent historical data. To instantaneously complete analysis and processing of stream data, how to mine and obtain valuable information based on the highspeed stream data and massive historical data has become a new challenge in the field of data mining.
In fact, big data came out a new research mode on data mining research field. Researchers only need to research, analyze or dig the information and knowledge in demand; they even have no direct contact with the research object. There is a widespread demand on big data mining in cyberspace. However, this facet of study does not build a complete theoretical system. Furthermore, the Algorithms and paradigms with efficiently and rapidly processing, analyzing and mining are insufficient. This article focus on large-scale stream data mining in cyberspace, combs the representative research results of stream data mining in late years (Table I) , and gives out the challenges and research problems of large-scale stream data mining in cyberspace, benefits on expanding the research work of large-scale stream data mining.
II. CHARACTERISTICS, CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH ISSUES OF BIG DATA-ORIENTED STREAM DATA MINING

Characteristics of Stream Data Mining
In addition to the characteristics of traditional stream data mining, the stream mining in the environment of big data has many unique characteristics. Here are several key characteristics: (1) Usability
The large-volume stream data in cyberspace can be considered as infinite, and cannot be stored in hard disk or memory for further mining. Therefore, it is required to generate valuable information from data mining with onetime calculation, which requires the generated valuable information meets the quality requirements.
(2) Instantaneity
Since the stream data is generated at high-speed, it has high requirement for the efficiency of data mining. Compared with traditional stream data mining methods, the large-volume and high-speed massive stream data mining must have high instantaneity on the premise of meeting availability. (3) Diversity of mode Massive data streams are originated from the Internet, sensor networks and other cyberspaces. The entity data forms include texts, sounds, images, videos and other modes. It is required to conduct instantaneous identification according to the identity of the stream data entity to meet the requirement of valuable information mining. (4) Multi-source heterogeneity Massive stream data are originated from heterogeneously distributed Internet and sensor networks, comprising the heterogeneous communication networks, computing systems, storage systems and heterogeneous physical devices (such as different sensors and different file systems, etc.).
The arrival of massive stream data distributed in the cyberspace is not controlled by external factors, and it will change over time. It may be influenced by measurement errors, calculation model errors, environmental noise and other factors of instability. Therefore, data mining models are completely in a passive position. (6) High cognition There are great difficulties for cognition of the largevolume stream data entity generated in cyberspace, the Internet of business, social networking, entertainment, services, and other areas, or in the sensor networks that detect, observe and control the physical world. Stream data mining shall be capable of effectively analyzing, integrating, obtaining, and transforming entity data.
Combining with these characteristics, this paper will investigate the data mining issues of stream data in the environment of massive data and study data mining patterns, mining models, mining algorithms and other related issues.
Challenges and Research Issues of Stream Data Mining
According to the characteristic analysis of stream data mining in the environment of big data, the current research and practice in this area is facing a lot of challenges. In view of the large amount, fast data generation speed, complex data types, low value-density and other characteristics of big data, some main challenges and research issues are proposed as below.
Research on the pattern of stream data mining
Most of the traditional data mining processing methods are originated from the statistical area with progressive development and evolution, which tend to be more focused on the correctness and availability of the algorithm and lack in-depth study and attention on processing large-scale data sets, high-dimensional data processing capabilities and the execution efficiency of algorithms. In addition, there are no high standards on the space and time complexity of the algorithm. With the development of information technology, big data problems appear gradually. It is necessary to process data with the grade of TB or even PB. Furthermore, the growth trend of big data will surpass the growth rate of corresponding data processing capacity. The big data streams arrived at high-speed in cyberspace are characterized by burstiness and instantaneity. Since the data volume is too large and some data even exist in distributed forms, it is difficult to concentrate and then process these data. Therefore, it is necessary to change the computing model of big data from the centralized and top-down model to a decentralized, bottom-up and selforganized computing model [2] . To solve these problems, further research is required to achieve algorithms that meet the requirement of linear and sub-linear computation complexity and to meet the needs of massive stream data mining in cyberspace.
Relative issues of stream data mining
First of all, the mining research of big data in the form of stream data includes classification mining, clustering mining, frequent item mining and other traditional stream data mining issues.
Secondly, with the rapid development of the Internet, sensor networks and other information technologies, the big data mining in the form of stream data will encounter a large number of new challenges in face of the growing social demands. For example, the radio frequency identification technology (RFID) is embedded into many devices, allowing automatic identification and acquisition of generated stream data. It is necessary to study new data mining quality [34] … [37] stream data mining methods that suit new technical conditions to achieve valuable information mining in applications.
In addition, according to the morphological characteristics of stream data and business features, the data mining research can also be carried out from the following aspects: (1) Efficiency of one-time stream data calculation. To improve the instantaneity of stream data mining and overcome limited storage space, limited transmission channels and processors and other resource constraints, approximate calculation, compression algorithms and other mining algorithms suitable for handling massive data are applied to improve the processing efficiency of data mining on the premise of ensuring the availability of results.
(2) The privacy mining in cyberspace. As a number of social institutions take the privacy and commercial interests into account in network environment, the massive heterogeneous multi-source data to be processed have separate security mechanisms. The data access for these data can only be obtained with authorization or cipher texts. Therefore, how to mine massive stream data that have privacy protection in the network environment is a challenging research issue. (3) Massive stream data mining in resource-constrained fields. For example, in the field of sensor networking, it is required to operate more calculations and minimize excessive communications for the power consumption constraints; the increase of bandwidth of the network will cause the expansion of computing performance of multicore processing units; the appearance of memory wall phenomenon will lead to computing "bottleneck" and other problems. Therefore, the data mining algorithms that study computing, communications, storage and other resource constraints will be in critical demand.
III. RESEARCH PROGRESS IN BIG DATA-ORIENTED STREAM DATA MINING
The research on big data-oriented stream data mining has just started. Below we will introduce the development progress and trend in terms of the traditional stream data mining which is suitable for massive data, the stream data mining based on morphological characteristics and business characteristics, etc.
Stream Data Mining Based on Classification
(1) Data stream classification based on the integrated learning
The semi-supervised learning strategy is used in document [3] to reduce the influence of dimension on classifiers by conducting low-dimensional subspace mapping on the high-dimensional data streams. A classifier for each different data stream is built. These individual classifiers are established using the integrated learning (thinking) thought to establish an integrated multi-data stream classification model.
A semi-supervised ensemble approach for mining data streams is presented in document [4] . Data streams are divided into data chunks to deal with the infinite length. An ensemble classification model E is trained with existing labeled data chunks and decision boundary is constructed by using E for detecting novel classes. New labeled data chunks are used to update E while unlabeled ones are used to construct unsupervised models. Classes are predicted by a semi-supervised model Ex which is consist of E and unsupervised models in a maximization consensus manner, so better performance can be achieved by using the constraints from unsupervised models with limited labeled instances.
An integrated model is proposed in document [5] to study the classification and prediction of massive data streams. The proposed model is able to use the data labels with category and the category-missing labels for training. The results of individual classifiers are summarized to obtain the final classification results by adjusting the weight of different classifiers.
Aiming at customer data stream research, a customer data classification model based on integrated learning architecture is proposed in document [6] . This model can still meet the requirements of correct data classification and dynamic update in the uneven data environment by adjusting the traditional integrated model. (2) Data stream classification based on incremental learning
In document [7] , the traditional learning vector quantization (LVQ) algorithm is improved by using the incremental learning approach. With the incremental learning mechanism, not only the learned knowledge in the traditional algorithm (LVQ) is retained in the update process, new knowledge is also learned. It greatly improves the accuracy of the model classification.
In document [8] , the HoeffdingTree algorithm which uses information gain as a selective measure of the attribute is proposed. It requires only a certain number of samples to conduct attribute split at a node. The number of split is calculated with the Hoeffding constraint equation. To increase the exponential order of the algorithm accuracy, it is only needed to linearly increase the number of sample data, and the samples shall only be scanned for once for the algorithm. The incremental establishment of HoeffdingTree can simultaneously classify the data when constructing classifiers. With the arrival of data streams and the growing increase of HoeffdingTree, its mining results are becoming more accurate.
In document [9] , the incremental learning approach is used to improve the support vector machine model, which can meet the classification needs of large amount of Internet videos. (3) Data stream classification based on the concept drift detection Aiming at the concept drift problems of data streams, a method based on EWMA is proposed in document [10] by using ideas of parallel computing and increasing model monitoring layers on each computing node. This model can monitor the accuracy of the data stream classification model and define the concept drift with the decease of accuracy. Then, the model is further adjusted.
Multiple classifiers are simultaneously monitored to reduce the monitoring loads.
In document [11] , the sliding window technology is introduced. On the basis of the mining performance improvement by VFDT, the response to dynamic trend of data is further strengthened. If there are concept drifts, an alternative attribute with higher information gain will appear and make some previous nodes which no longer meet the Hoeffding constraints. Then, the replacing subtree with better split attributes as root nodes begins to grow. The new growing sub-tree will replace the old subtree when its accuracy surpasses that of the old sub-tree. The accuracy of the algorithm has been greatly improved. This model has solved the "concept drift" to a certain extent and strengthened the adaptability of the algorithm for data streams.
In document [12] , the concept drift mutation is taken as the target and analyzed, and a new concept detection method, which uses clustering analysis for the new data and the original data to determine whether the concept drift occurs, is designed based on the clustering algorithm.
This method is supposed to analyze different concept drift types and propose detection method of concept drift with targeted characteristics. (4) Summary Currently, the research work on stream data classification mining of massive data includes several aspects, for example, using distributed classification processing, parallel processing and incremental learning methods to solve the instantaneous classification problems, applying the integrated learning classification method to solve the data problem of massiveness, and taking advantage of the concept drift detection classification method for dynamic change issues. With the development of cyberspace technology, the meaningful research direction of classification mining will be the mining combined with the diversity of modes and multi-source heterogeneity of entities and based on the multi-source and multi-mode entities of stream data.
Clustering Stream Data Mining
The HPStream algorithm which aims at highdimensional clustering issues is proposed in document [13] . Its dynamic selection associates the dimensions of smallest clustering volume with cluster, which achieves a subspace clustering algorithm. In this algorithm, the historical data get increasingly decayed with decay factors over time. When there are too many clusters, those earliest clusters will be deleted. It is (a) one kind of incremental algorithm with good instantaneity.
The parallel data stream clustering methods are studied in document [14] . When data streams arrive synchronically, the exponential weight sliding window is used to maintain data streams; the correlation of stream data is taken as the clustering objective; the K-means clustering is implemented in interval and the discrete Fourier transform is calculated with incremental methods. It is also feasible to associate the distributed computing environment data streams, which means summarizing remote information by partial clustering and obtaining approximate clustering results through transforming the coefficients.
A parallel data stream clustering method based on the wavelet concept is proposed in document [15] . This method takes the data stream itself as the clustering object and uses Haar wavelet decomposition method combined with the nature of wavelet decomposition to compress data streams, and construct a relatively small structure compared with the primitive data stream scale. Then, this structure is used for storing main data stream information. The DWT hierarchy is used to dynamically maintain the structure of each data stream. Finally, the distance of data stream computing flows is replaced with these structures and the traditional K-means clustering is used to cluster these structures.
In document [16] , the clustering algorithm UMicro orienting probabilistic data streams is proposed. First, the models of uncertain data streams are defined as error models, i.e. each data item of uncertain data streams is associated with a corresponding error subject to arbitrary distribution. Then, the clustering feature structure is extended to form the error clustering feature structure, which realizes the description of uncertain parts of data streams. UMicro algorithm consists of two phases: online maintenance of micro clusters and offline production of clustering results. In this algorithm, the expected similarity between the calculating points and the micro cluster center is used to determine which cluster the uncertain data should be distributed to. Furthermore, the expected radius of this cluster is calculated for further verification of the data attributed to this micro cluster. The expected distance and expected radius belong to statistical knowledge. In order to describe the dynamic evolution of data streams, the algorithm has defined the weight for each data point, indicating the influence of different data on establishing clusters. This method (can only) can be only used to restrict particular uncertain data models.
In document [17] , the algorithm DB-DDSC (DensityBased Distribute Data Stream Clustering) was proposed. The algorithm consisted of two stages. First of all, it presented the concept of circular-point which is based on the representative points and designed the iterative algorithm to find the density connected circular-points, then generated the local model at the remote site. Secondly, it designed the algorithm to generate global clusters by combining the local models at coordinator site. The DB-DDSC algorithm could find clusters with different shapes under the distributed data stream environment, avoid frequently data sending by using the test-update algorithm and reduce the data transmission.
In recent years, the stream data clustering technology has achieved great development. However, depending on the high cognitive and uncertain characteristics of massive data mining in application fields, data entities tend to exhibit high dimensions, while the traditional clustering techniques commonly use distance to measure the similarity among data objects and conduct clustering, failing to achieve classification with the distance method in high-dimensional space. To solve these problems, a number of scholars have proposed many countermeasures, such as clustering techniques for uncertain data (probabilistic data) and parallel data stream clustering techniques based on the wavelet summary, setting examples for clustering mining research.
Stream Data Mining Based on Frequent Items
(1) Mining methods are based on the frequent item of transaction amount
In document [18] , in order to handle large sliding windows of data streams, the window is divided into a plurality of blocks, and (a) one block of data is updated each time to improve efficiency. What's more, the frequent pattern is directly saved by using the pattern tree PT, which is based on the concept of FP-tree, thus verifying the frequent pattern according to the account of conditions. Accurate calculating results can also be obtained
In document [19] , the problem of finding frequent itemsets from uncertain data streams is proposed. an algorithm is proposed about UDS-FIM and a tree structure UDS-Tree. Firstly, UDS-FIM maintains probability values of each transactions to an array; secondly, compresses each transaction to a UDS-Tree in the same manner as an FP-Tree (so it is as compact as an FP-Tree) and maintains index of probability values of each transaction in the array to the corresponding tailnodes; lastly, it mines frequent itemsets from the UDSTree without additional scan of transactions.
What proposed in document [20] is the algorithm Moment that mines the frequent closed item sets of data streams in sliding windows. In this algorithm, the tree is used as a summary data structure for data compression, dynamically maintaining the boundary region between frequent closed sets and infrequent closed sets. When a new data affair arrives, the corresponding node type is determined through checking frequent closed sets stored in tables and related nodes in the tree. As much information irrelative to the current frequent closed sets is saved in internal memory when mining, the memory consumption is large. In document [21] , it is proposed to mine frequent closed pattern sets in data streams based on sliding windows. The tree is applied as the storage structure to maintain the frequent closed sets within the sliding windows. It has good time and space efficiency for dense data sets.
The distributed incremental algorithm of frequent item sets is proposed in document [22] . It can find the maximal frequent item set with the incremental approach in dynamic data and study frequent item set mining in a distributed environment. The local maximal frequent item sets of distributed nodes are exchanged to obtain the superset of all maximal frequent item sets. Supersets are exchanged among all nodes to obtain the local count. The exact maximal frequent item set for all is obtained with pruning operation. (2) Time-related frequent item methods
In document [23] , combined with the advantages of the sliding window, the tilt window is applied in the FPstream algorithm to save the support of each frequent item set. To save space, the time period is divided into different time granularity in the tilt window. The closer the time period is to the current time point, the smaller (its) granularity it gets (is). In this way, the space cost reduces while meeting the time-related queries from customers.
In document [24] , it is proposed to maintain the frequent pattern with the tilt time window technology, which, to a certain extent, solved the problem of instantaneity of data streams. First of all, a frequent mode tree is established to save mode information of data streams. Then, a tilt time window table is provided for each mode. Using the frequent mode tree to maintain and update the reached data streams can achieve approximate mining for frequent modes sensitive to time. The tilt time window can maintain frequent modes in different time granularity, and it has achieved good effects. (3) Approximate method for frequent item mining
In document [25] , the approximate mining of uncertain frequent items is carried out by calculating expected frequent items. It is defined that the uncertain frequent items of the sensor stream data record all possible world instance sets as the instance space. The expected item is determined according to the probability of the instance space, the number of appearance of the frequent item in the instance set, and the expected threshold. A method with linear complexity is given to solve the problem -the expected calculating complexity is exponential.
In document [26] , the probability threshold frequent item query algorithm based on the sliding window is proposed for uncertain data streams. First, the incremental search algorithm bs-UFI is proposed to avoid double counting. Then, the pruning strategy is proposed which is based on Poisson distribution to effectively filter out a large number of items that is not necessary to calculate. Finally, the cp-list data structure is proposed to compress the candidate sets among different windows for reducing storage space.
To improve the mining efficiency of frequent modes in uncertain data sets, an approximate mining strategy which aims at the problem of massive calculation when creating sub-tables is proposed in document [27] . The mining efficiency of the whole algorithm is improved at the cost of losing a fraction of frequent item sets. (4) Summary
The frequent item mining based on the number of transactions or time-association pays great attention to the frequent item mining issues with transaction or time as the basic unit. It is often difficult to meet the high efficiency requirement of massive stream data mining. The study on the approximate method for frequent item mining of massive data in cyberspace can improve the efficiency of frequent item mining of dynamic data streams, but the cost is losing a small part of frequent item sets. The research method for how to improve the mining efficiency on the premise of ensuring the availability of frequent item mining and allowing the loss of a small part of frequent item sets is pending and needs further study.
Other Mining Methods and Mining Quality Analysis (1) Stream data compressing technology
In document [28] , the application of Haar wavelet transform for data stream compression is analyzed. The multilevel decomposition algorithm of wavelet energy is also given in the document. A new method based on the data stream coupling characteristic and the multiple data stream compression of wavelet energy decomposition is proposed. It also analyzed the sequence characteristics of different strong coincident streams, and designed the multiple data compression methods with energy conservation and the compression algorithm of multiscale energy decomposition. The efficiency has improved 2 to 4 times compared with that of the traditional wavelet compression methods.
In document [29] , the proposed method is to use the function discovery approach of gene expression programming to compress data. It takes the advantage that the GEP mode neither needs prior knowledge nor pre-stored model to propose the DEF-GEP algorithm, which is much more effective than the traditional wavelet methods. The accuracy is much higher with reconstruction of data streams.
In document [30] , the coupling relationship among multiple data streams is studied with the discrete Fourier transform technology, but there is no study on storing method of the historical information of data streams. (2) Privacy mining technology
In document [31] , the randomized method is proposed to achieve the data stream anonymous privacy protection. It is necessary to maintain a tree with tuple sets and generalized information as nodes, and to constantly update the tree with the newly arrived tuples. It is also required to release node-contained tuples that meet the anonymous requirement to achieve the anonymity of data streams. If the number of nodes is restricted, it is necessary to periodically delete the released nodes. If the release time is set as δ, the average time complexity of the algorithm would be O(|S|δlogδ), a low degree of time complexity. The spatial complexity of the algorithm is O (δ), which is no more than one limit.
In document [32] , it is proposed to use the clustering thought for data stream anonymous privacy protection. It achieves the quick anonymous protection of data streams through single scan of data identification and reuses (reusing) clusters that meet anonymous conditions. This method can simultaneously reduce the loss of information for generalization and inhibition processing while meeting the requirements of anonymity, and ensure high availability of data while quickly achieving data stream anonymity. Both of its time complexity and space complexity are linear.
In document [33] , a privacy protection learning machine PPLM orienting massive data is proposed for the information disclosure problem of the core support vector machine in practical applications. This method uses the core vector machine to take samples of massive data. Then, two sample points are chosen from the core set and the normal plane where the straight line consisting of the two points locates is taken as the optimal classification surface. It effectively achieves the classification of massive data and ensures the privacy and security issue in the process of classification. (3) Research of data mining quality Document [34] studies how to obtain stream data from the sensor networking and ensure the availability of data quality at the same time. The Hermit interpolation method and cubic spline interpolation method are used to provide the variable frequency collection algorithm of stream data and ensure acquiring the maximum data of minimum data collection, and thus ensuring the quality of the stream data Document [35] proposed the calculation rule of the minimum quality rule based on data item grouping and its credibility, the mining algorithm, and the idea of using quality rule to detect erroneous data. This data quality rule form has borrowed the credibility assessment mechanism of the association rule and the expression ability of conditional function dependency to uniformly describe functional dependency, conditional functional dependency, association rules, and so on. It features conciseness, objectivity, comprehensiveness, and detection accuracy of abnormal data. Document [36] described the entire process for data generation and data evolution over time. It is used for data quality assessment, data verification, data recovery, data references, etc. The data lineage can be divided into the evolutionary process among different data sources and the internal evolutionary process of a data source, namely the model level and instance-level data evolution. In the document, the research development of data lineage is generally described by taking the model level and instance-level data lineage as expression and taking query as the main line. The model level lineage mainly introduced the lineage tracking technology of query rewriting and model mapping. The instance level lineage summarized the recent research progress in terms of relational data, XML data, and stream data. Document [37] introduced basic concepts of big data availability, discussed the challenges of big data availability, explored the research of big data availability, and summarized the research results of data availability. The document also proposed the theoretical system of big data availability, theories and methods of high quality big data acquisition, efficient auto-discovery and auto-repair algorithm of big data errors, approximate calculation theories and algorithms of weakly-available big data, and the knowledge mining theories and algorithm of weaklyavailable big data. (4) Summary Aiming at the application needs of stream data in cyberspace, it is feasible and meaningful to conduct data mining research based on stream data characteristics and business characteristics. The examples are exploring multiple data stream compression methods combined with the coupling features among multiple data streams, and conducting deep research on privacy protection mining technology of stream data and techniques of outlier mining associated with the business requirements of data security in cyberspace. Although some research work related to stream data mining has been carried out, there are still many problems to be solved, especially the quality of stream data mining, which has made very few research achievements. However, there is an urgent need for the extraction of valuable data in the applications of data mining. Therefore, there are a lot of issues to be addressed in the field of stream data mining.
IV. CONCLUSION
The research on big data-oriented stream data mining is still in its infancy. Many studies are originated from traditional distributed stream data mining and parallel stream data mining. In recent years, as the constant development of dynamic, high-dimensional and complex theoretical connotations and practical applications of big data, numerous characteristics, such as the traditional data analysis, data mining and data processing ways, of massive stream data are no longer applicable. For example, the high speed and large-volume stream data are generally in the form of distribution; they are difficult to be handled together. Researches on the stream data mining of non-relational data, such as complex-type, semi-structured and unstructured big data, are also very scarce. Consequently, it is necessary to systematically carry out in-depth data mining research on stream data characteristics and business characteristics in terms of concurrent processing architecture technology of highfrequent stream data mining, stream data mining methods and technologies, the business areas of stream data mining and other aspects. It is also necessary to discuss the mining pattern, mining methods and mining technologies of stream data with characteristics of big data. In short, although there are no comprehensive and systematic studies in the field of stream data mining for big data and many problems remain to be solved, the application prospect of data mining in cyberspace is very broad, and the research work in this area is provided with high practical value and academic potential.
